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"The feeling of not being alone is so

wonderful, even on a bad day I

know I will at least leave the 

Anam Cara meeting feeling

somewhat better"
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THE NEED

THE RESPONSE

ABOUT 
ANAM CARA
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OUR MISSION
Anam Cara will make a difference and reduce

isolation for bereaved families affected by the

death of a child or children, regardless of the age

of the child or circumstances of death.  

 

Anam Cara will do this by providing easily

accessible, quality support services, signposting

and information through safe and secure online or

face-to-face environments. 
 

 

OUR PURPOSE
Anam Cara provides a lifeline to parents through

our on-line and face-to-face peer support

services.
 
 

 

OUR VISION
Every family throughout Ireland will have the

relevant support services they need following the

death of their son or daughter.
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OUR
SERVICES
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Bereavement Information Evenings provide bereaved parents

with an opportunity to hear an experienced mental health

professional discuss parental grief and the challenges parents

face after the death of a child. For those whose child suddenly

dies outside a hospital or hospice setting, including from suicide,

this is often their first encounter with any form of bereavement

support. 

 

Anam Cara Parent Groups meet monthly in a safe and

comfortable setting. These groups are led by a Professional

Facilitator and Volunteer Parent who ensure the evening runs 

in accordance with Anam Cara's Core Values.  Newly bereaved

parents can connect with parents further along their journey.

Hearing how they have coped through the early months of 

grief, gives them hope they too will survive the tragic death of

their child.

 

Anam Cara Bereavement Support Workshops are for parents

living with no surviving children. They provide a safe and

comfortable forum for parents to meet with other parents 

who understand the grief, milestones and challenges that follow 

the death of your only child or children.  These half-day

workshops currently take place in a central location about 4–5

times a year

 

Our Family Remembrance Events give families, including

siblings, an opportunity to remember, with others who understand

the impact of grief and the adjustments it takes to find the

resilience and strength to cope.  These events allow families to

remember their loved one in a meaningful way.

 

Anam Cara's Website is updated regularly with information on

our events and resources for parents to download. This includes

important links to other organisations who provide information

and support to bereaved parents.

 

Bereavement Information Pack includes 8 leaflets for bereaved

families, including A Mother's grief, A Dad's Grief, Coping after

the Sudden Death of your Child, Milestones and Challenges, Self

Care, Supporting My Family, Adults grieving the death of a

brother or sister, Living with no surviving children.

 

Excellent Support Network available to parents at no cost and

for as long as it is needed. In addition, we link families with other

relevant supports and organisations in their community resulting

in an excellent working relationship with these service providers.
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137 
We ran 137 events for bereaved

parents in 2019 including monthly

support meetings, Bereavement

Information Events, Family

Remembrance Days and 

Celebration of Life events.

 

666
Of the 2135 people who engaged

with us in 2019, 666 were attending

an Anam Cara event 

for the first time.

 

 

 

 

139
In 2019 Anam Cara incurred

expenditure of €297,163.  The

average cost per person engaged

with our services was 

€139 per person.

 

 

 

12 
We currently have 12 active Anam

Cara Groups providing services to

bereaved parents across the whole of

the island of Ireland.

 

 

 

2135
2135 parents engaged with our

services in 2019 across all of our

support services: monthly parent

support meetings; bereavement

information and support evenings,

family remembrance days and

celebration of life events. 

4 
In 2019 we provided 4 half-day

Bereavement Support Events 

for parents with no surviving children

with 102 parents attending 

(average 25 per event)

 

 

2019 AT A GLANCE
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2019 AT A GLANCE

39
39 Frontline professionals from a

variety of different backgrounds such

as social workers, funeral directors

and police attended an Anam Cara

Northern Ireland Professional Training

workshop in December 2019.

 

3
We currently have 3 Active

Partnerships working with the

Milford Care Centre in Limerick, the

Solas Centre in Waterford, and the

Northern Ireland Children’s Hospice.

In 2019, 91 parents attended events

that were run with these partners.

2
We piloted 2 Bereavement

Support Evenings in collaboration

with Féileacáin and Pieta House, one

in Dublin and one in Cork with 66

parents attending over both events.

 

 

2
 In 2019 we began building the

foundations for two additional Anam

Cara groups, one in the Midlands and

one in Waterford with events.

 

 

 

37
Our 12 Professional Facilitators and

our 25 Volunteer Parents attended a

variety of training programmes

including our own bespoke training

programme as well as skills training

through workshops in communications 

and media skills.

1500
In 2019 we distributed 1500

Information Packs.  This pack is often

the very first support that a bereaved

parent receives in their grief journey.
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ACTIVITIES IN 2019
FAMILY REMEMBRANCE EVENTS

INTRODUCING OUR NEW COLLABORATIVE EVENTS
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Professional Facilitator Programme

 

Anam Cara should be very proud of this bespoke training

programme which they developed. In particular, Sharon

Vard, whose vision it was to develop a top quality

training model for both their professional facilitators and

Volunteer Parents. It took a lot of dedicated work to

bring this vision to reality.

 

What makes this programme so special, is that it marries

the most up-to-date research on bereavement and loss

with practical training. The manuals are divided into very

clearly marked out sections, introducing the core values

of respect, non judgement and a confidential safe space

and progressing to bereavement education,

responsibilities of facilitators and volunteers, ethics and

other resources.

 

The training videos that complement the training manuals

are innovative and unique. They demonstrate, in twelve

short clips, the most common difficulties a facilitator may

have to contain safely in group, showing how to work

with these in a very visual and practical way.  These

training videos are a wonderful legacy. I can visualize

them being used by other professional bodies training in

the area of bereavement. A person’s experience of

bereavement is unique to them and how to contain, often

strong emotions, is a very delicate task and quality

induction training is very important. 

 

The section in the manuals on wellness and self care are

wonderful. The work of bereavement and loss is

exhausting for everybody concerned. It is essential that

we demonstrate emotional 1st aid for ourselves and for

others. Our own candle must be lit in order to light the

way for those struggling in the darkness.

 

Anam Cara is a dedicated, professional organisation,

which combines the highest standards and expertise with

a wonderful empathy. I can not recommend it highly

enough.

 

Patricia Wilson MIACP, Clinical Advisor

ACTIVITIES IN 2019
ENDORSEMENT FOR THE ANAM CARA  BESPOKE TRAINING PROGRAMME

Volunteer Parent Programme

 

Anam Cara provides monthly ‘drop in’ groups for

bereaved parents to connect with other bereaved

parents. These informal meeting are facilitated by a

Professional Facilitator and a Volunteer Parent.
 

Anam Cara’s Volunteer Parents are bereaved mothers

and fathers who understand the intense grief and pain

that every bereaved parent experiences. At their groups

they are the very essence of what Anam Cara offers, that

is peer support and hope, in particular to the recently

bereaved parents whose child died outside a hospital or

hospice setting and are availing of bereavement

support for the first time.
 

Recognising the challenges of this role, in 2018 Anam

Cara developed a bespoke training and development

programme in conjunction with our Volunteer Parents.

Anam Cara is confident this programme will help future

Volunteer Parents feel competent and comfortable

taking on this role, while ensuring the continued

well-being of our current Volunteer Parents.
 
This innovative bespoke training programme includes

induction and practical training modules to prepare the

Volunteer Parents for their role. Anam Cara produced a

detailed training manual aimed at helping to develop an

understanding of the role a Volunteer Parent undertakes,

their responsibilities at the support meetings and how

their role relates to that of the Professional Facilitator.
 
The training programme is complemented by a video

series produced to support the training programme.

Other training topics include: active listening skills,

discussion of theories of grief, an introduction to the

bereavement care support model and has an emphasis

on the importance of Self-Care. 
 
This training programme is an invaluable resource and is

testimony to the respect Anam Cara has for their

Volunteer Parents and the importance of their role at the

Anam Cara groups.  It also demonstrates Anam Cara’s

commitment to continuous improvement and best

practice.

 

Dr Marie Rooney, Volunteer Parent
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ANAM CARA NI
CHAIRMAN'S UPDATE
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Explore what responses and reactions can

be more complex (traumatic grief, PTSD)

and require greater intervention after

traumatic deaths

Examine possible interventions that can be

used following traumatic loss

Note research findings and contemporary

frameworks for supporting families through

trauma

Enhance the knowledge and skills of

participants so that they can support

bereaved families through their work and

within their communities

Increase awareness of the difficulties

involved for bereaved families

To realise the impact on ourselves in

supporting bereaved families

Anam Cara Northern Ireland facilitated a one-

day workshop in Belfast for front line

professionals in contact with bereaved families

through their role. 39 professionals attended

from a variety of backgrounds including social

workers, hospital and public health staff,

counsellors, family support workers, funeral

directors and PSNI Family Liaison Officers.  
 

To purpose of the workshop was to expand the

understanding of how traumatic events and

bereavement can affect people, and what can

be offered to help whilst complementing the

participants' expertise in working with grief.

 

The key objectives were:

 

 

 

 

 

 

The workshop was well received and feedback

was very positive.  It is planned to run more of

these workshops in Northern Ireland in 2020. 

 

TRAINING WORKSHOP FOR
FRONTLINE PROFESSIONALS

The workshop was presented by Brid Carroll and

David Trickey, both experienced and respected

experts in the field of bereavement support.

 

Brid is a qualified Psychotherapist and

Counselling Supervisor who has a special

interest in loss and bereavement issues and has

extensive experience in family bereavement

through her work with the Irish Hospice 

 Foundation and the HSE as Bereavement

Liaison Officer.

 

David has extensive clinical experience working

with children and families and specialises in

working with traumatised and traumatically

bereaved children and young people. He has

extensive experience working at NHS institutions

including the Traumatic Stress Clinic in North

London as it became part of Great Ormond

Street Hospital and Leicester Royal Infirmary

Children’s Hospital.  He currently works as a

Consultant Clinical Psychologist at the Anna

Freud Centre and at Cambridge Clinical

Psychology Services.
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OUR STRATEGY
FOR THE FUTURE
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OUR STRATEGIC
GOALS 2020-22
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WHAT THE
PARENTS SAY
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“Attending events

helped to talk openly about my child”

“Helped to get an understanding of grief

and reduces the feelings of isolation.”

"Friendly and approachable 

and of great help”

“Always an opportunity

to speak if you wish”

“Meeting parents in a similar situation 

is invaluable”

“The people who chair the meetings are so

professional in dealing with grief”
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FUNDRAISING IN 2019
Our fundraising lunches, Cork in April 2019 and Dublin

in November 2019 are two big dates in the Anam

Cara calendar. Both of these fundraising lunches

have proven to be hugely successful year-on-year

and are always something to look forward to.  

They were greatly supported in 2019 by local business

in both Cork and Dublin as well as the retail and

hospitality sectors across the country. The support

and generosity of all these businesses and patrons is

hugely appreciated by Anam Cara.

ANAM CARA FUNDRAISING LUNCHES

The Vhi Women's Mini Marathon continues to be a

fantastic fundraising opportunity for Anam Cara. The

event is always a fun day for those participating and

is a wonderful way for parents and families to

remember their child whilst raising much needed

funds for Anam Cara in support of their own local

Parent Group.

VHI MINI MARATHON

On a sunny August bank holiday, the community of

Laurencetown , Co. Galway came together to host a

Mock Wedding in memory of Rafic Khan and raised a

fantastic sum of €4,541 for Anam Cara. The Mock

Wedding was a major fundraiser organised by Katie

Mitchel and as you can see there was a lot of fun

along the way. This was not just a one-day event but

involved Mock Hens and Stag parties along with a

presentation evening where one of our valued

volunteers, Caroline Flaherty, received the cheque on

behalf of Anam Cara. The whole community came

together to make this a huge success.

MOCK WEDDING IN MEMORY OF RAFIC KHAN
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Margo Fegan along with her family and over 200 people from their

community headed out on the morning of August 25th to climb Slieve

Martin in the Mourne Mountains. 

 

This was no easy walk as the peak sits at 500 meters above sea level.

The purpose of this walk was to remember Nicole Fegan, Margo and

Cathal's daughter who died after a road traffic accident in 2017

aged 12.

 

Anam Cara were delighted to accept £970 which will go directly

towards the cost of running the Armagh Parent Group.

FUNDRAISING IN 2019
SLIEVE MARTIN HIKE IN MEMORY OF NICOLE FEGAN

A very special presentation took place in Armagh Fire

Station in July on what was Gary Hamilton’s 1st

anniversary. Gary was a valued member of the Armagh &

Portadown Fire Services. 
 

In memory of Gary, his family and friends undertook the

massive task of running a number of fundraising events, in

his memory, to raise money for Anam Cara. One of the

events organised was a sponsored walk of Slieve Donard.

This was a huge success with a large number of people

taking to the mountains to remember Gary. 
 

Other fundraisers included Coffee for Gary which took

place in June and saw over 100 motor bike riders

congregate at a garage in Banbridge, close to where

Gary was killed. These bike users came together to

remember Gary and to share their experiences on the

road. Along with these events Gary’s family and friends

also hosted a quiz night, a car wash and a flag day in

Armagh Fire Station. 
 

Between all events organised a cheque for £7,580 was

presented to Anam Cara Northern Ireland.

GARY HAMILTON FUNDRAISERS
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INDEPENDENT
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WELCOME TO OUR TEAM
Our Board of Directors
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Our Staff

Company Information 
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Our work at Anam Cara would not be

possible without the tireless work of

our volunteers. These include our

Volunteer Parents who have already

been mentioned in this annual report.
 

Currently we have 34 Volunteer

Parents, who themselves are

bereaved parents, and have availed

of Anam Cara support after the

death of their child. It is their kind

and gentle presence at the Anam

Cara groups that sets Anam Cara

apart and ensures we offer a unique

and effective bereavement support

service. 
 

These altruistic volunteers understand

the devastation and despair recently

bereaved parents are experiencing

and reach out to help these parents

as they start their own tough journey

through grief. 
 

There are also other volunteers

connected to Anam Cara, these

include extended family and friends

who help us run various events

throughout the year, including our

Anam Cara Family Days throughout

the country and fundraising events.

We would like to take this opportunity

to say a massive thank you to all our

volunteers, your time and kindness

throughout 2019 is very much

appreciated.

OUR VOLUNTEERS
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OUR SUPPORTERS
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"I feel comfortable being at the

Anam Cara meetings. I can speak

about my daughter and feel

understood and I get a certain relief

from attending the meetings"



 

 
"Attending Anam Cara meetings has

helped me to realise that what I was

feeling was normal. It gives me a

place where I can talk about my

child and the loss."



Republic of Ireland

HCL House

Second Ave

Cookstown Industrial Estate

Dublin D24 XDR5

 

W: www.anamcara.ie

E: info@anamcara.ie

T: +353 (0)1 4045378                     

M: +353 (0)85 2888 888

 

Northern Ireland

Thomas House

14-16 James Street South

Belfast

BT2 7GA

 

W: www.anamcarani.co.uk

E: info@anamcarani.co.uk

T: +44 (0)28 95213120

 

 




